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ABSTRACT

The paper will describe how the University of Dayton Full Motion Flight Simulation System
will be integrated with the University of Dayton Vision Lab automated detection and tracking
system (ADTS) to provide a closed loop simulation of the real world environment, within
which the automated system is intended to be used when installed on an air vehicle. The
paper will detail how the UD Flight Simulator visual system graphics are interpolated into the
ADTS system, making use of the simulated ground vehicles and weather effects. Components
of the ADTS system will utilize imaging and information from the Flight Simulator to
provide analysis of the surrounding scene. It will also detail the vector data outputs to the
simulated autopilot control algorithm generating demands to the flight simulation, with
attendant correctional feedback to the ADTS system. The paper will further describe the
projected extension to enable the evaluation of manual control through in cockpit data display
to the pilot, as a complement to the fully automated air vehicle guidance. The paper will
emphasise the environmental and safety benefits of the described method of systems testing
using the UD Full Motion Flight Simulator, with emphasis on the importance of the fidelity
of the visual graphics in testing the ADTS system.
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